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Editorial Note 

Diary of Hepatology and Gastrointestinal issues is an open gotten to, peer explored diary, distributes papers 

announcing clinical and logical exploration which are of an exclusive expectation and which add to the progression 

of information in the fields of hepatology and Gastro-intestinal framework and its related issues. The publication 

office guarantees a companion investigating of the submitted compositions to look after quality. 

Journal of Hepatology and Gastrointestinal issues is a standout amongst other open access diaries that means to 

distribute the most complete and dependable wellspring of data on the revelations and current advancements as 

unique articles, survey articles, case reports, short correspondences, and so forth in every aspect of the hepatology, 

gastro-intestinal issues like blockage, Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) and so forth and making them uninhibitedly 

accessible around the world. 

The Journal is enrolled with the accompanying abstracting accomplices: Google Scholar, Index Copernicus, Open 

JGate, Baidu Scholar, CNKI (China National Knowledge Infrastructure), EBSCO Publishing's Electronic Databases, 

Exlibris-Primo Central, Hinari, Infotrieve, Journal Guide, National Science Library, ProQuest, and TdNet. 

I am enchanted to make reference to that during the year 2020, each of the 3 issues of volume 6 were distributed 

online well inside the time. Congrats to the entirety of our Editorial Board individuals, analysts, writers and perusers 

for accomplishing this differentiation. JHGD got an aggregate of 4 papers, out of which none of the articles were 

dismissed in the fundamental screening because of copyright infringement or being out of the arrangement. Around 

all the articles were exposed to the friend audit process, acknowledged and distributed in diary. Compositions can be 

submitted online by means of Editorial Tracking System or as an E-mail connection to the Editorial Office at 

editor@longdom.org. JHGD is utilizing Online Review and Editorial Tracking Systems for quality survey process and 

the creators can submit compositions. 

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of Editor-in-Chief: Khalid Rasheed, Editor-in- Chief, 

Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology and the support rendered by the editorial assistants: Dr. Scott Lesley 

in bringing out issues of JHGD in time. I would also like to express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the 

publisher, the advisory and the editorial board of JHGD, the office bearers for their support in bringing out yet  

another volume of JHGD and look forward to their unrelenting support to bring out the Volume 7: Issue 2 of JHGD 

in scheduled time. 
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